9/29/19 Update FY 2020 Budget Overview
The City is financially better off today than it ever has been! If proposed as is, the FY2020
budget will be the first-ever self-sustaining budget without the need of Utility profits paying
government expenses.
Downplaying significant progress is par for the course; however, it is not as important for
Council to understand this fact as it is for you. Holding future elected officials accountable to
continue a transparent strategic budget process is paramount. Utility funds and tax funds are
not the same and this mindset has prevented critical investments in utility upgrades, facility
infrastructure, personnel needs and protecting our quality of life. We cannot afford to go
backwards.
The 2-page handout Councilman Brown shared during last work session:
Page 1:

Explained: “Budget” vs “Actual” figures. Actual figures should be used in determining trends.
As explained in the last four annual budget presentations, the City took over its own operating
expenses from the Utility Department and reduced the amount of Utility transfers needed to
cover its government expenses to zero. Obviously when this correction is made, City expenses
are going to increase. Not because we’re adding so many more expenses but because we’re
reporting it correctly.
Every year since then, this administration has continued to correct expenses in each
department in order to manage and more accurately report a transparent budget. For example,
during the Public Works budget presentation, Richard Johnson explained that two employees

have been paid from the electric dept when this should have been expensed to the building
maintenance department under Public Works.
As far as managing Revenue, we can only make educated estimations based on trends. It’s only
a tool and will be what it will be. Because the City divided up expenses and revenues by
department, we have been able to identify areas where the City needed to increase fees and
invested in ways to increase revenue opportunities.
Here is what the year-end figures would look like if corrections were never made and left as it
was before this term:

And it be continuing the optics of a financially sustainable City leaving utility profits so low it
could not afford proper maintenance and upgrades.
The second page of the handout from Councilman Brown:

The handout does not include how departments were restructured, the deficit in full-time
employees due to lack of hiring during unprecedented growth, population growth for
perspective and includes only two years (2017 & 2018) of actual figures.
It’s also important to note that Economic & Community Development and Fairhope Docks were
newly created departments this term. There is no comparison, and both were needed. The
Econ/Comm Dev department has been restructured several times this term and responsible for
helping secure over $22M in funding for the City and Utility needs which taxpayers will not have
to pay. After taking back the management of Fairhope Docks, the City has successfully created
a more environmentally healthy marina. Income from boat slips and gas sales have enabled the
City to pay for facility upgrades. After only 16 months in operation, the marina revenue started
paying for all day-to-day expenses including salaries.
I have also communicated over the years the fact that the Police and Fire Department cannot
financially sustain their respected jurisdictions without equitable funding due to population
growth.
During the 2017 budget presentation, I included the following comparison of sworn officers by
population. This is when I started adding more officers to the budget. In 2019, we have 41
sworn officers.

Salary increases are inevitable when trying to catch up on hiring. This deficiency has ended up
costing the City and our Utilities far more than the salary increases with the long-term
neglected maintenance and upgrades. The fix will be exponentially more expensive due to poor
planning.

With 32% population growth from 2012-2016, the City increased FT employees by only 9.7%
(5.3% from 2013-2016). The lack of hiring in needs to keep up with citizen services was ignored.

Councilman Conyers’ Handout

Changing the mindset of combining City and Utilities revenue and expenses as if both are the
same pot of money has been a difficult challenge. A great deal of hard work has been invested
in separating the two in order to create a City budget free of Utility subsidies and to enable our
Public Utilities to afford the upgrades needed. It’s become a broken record.
Combining Utility & City total expenses and revenue from the CAFR does not explain all the
corrections made over the last three years. Here is the breakdown how utility transfers were

used in addition to the total amount the Utility dept paid from its operating account for City
expenses:

Before 2017, the City reported it was operating in the black when it was operating at around an
almost $6M deficit. The City required over half of utility profits to pay government expenses.
The City has taken over its own expenses and does not require utility transfers or utility direct
payments for operating. Because of this, The City has invested in more infrastructure than ever
before, hired more full-time employees than ever before, has paid off its debt and has not
borrowed a dime to do it!
That is the difference! I am puzzled as to why this significant financial improvement has been
downplayed. Again, it’s not as important for Council to understand the critical improvements
made in order to afford everything that has been accomplished the last three years. It is very
important that you understand it to hold future elected officials to continue transparent
financial planning. We absolutely cannot afford to go backwards.

